I Hate My Job, It Sucks

??? From the author of the multi award
nominated BOWLING BALL and the
black-hearted Three Realistic Holes
trilogy, comes something a little different...
??? About the book Seen through the
eyes of an unnamed narrator who says little
but observes everything, I HATE MY JOB,
IT SUCKS is a black-humoured account of
white-collar slavery in a modern day office
environment where backstabbing is rife,
shit sprints downhill and inconsiderate
co-workers walk away casually from the
jammed photocopier. DISCLAIMER: this
book is not about you or the job and
colleagues you hate. No, it really isnt. At
just under 70,000 words, I HATE MY
JOB, IT SUCKS is a full-length novel.
What some early readers have said David
Brent crossed with Dilbert crossed with De
Bono and Dale Carnegie!
A scarily
realistic portrayal of working life in an
office ... Escobar Walker has moved into
mainstream fiction with his latest novel,
and I absolutely love it! I normally have
to shower twice after reading an Escobar
Walker novel ... until now. Finally ... an
Escobar Walker story that isnt deep fat
fried!

Soul-suck as they may, theyre a means to an end -- a paycheck. Like most working stiffs not born into money, I paid
my dues at junk jobs in Put down the pencil. If you hate the job with the passion of a thousand burning suns, ask
yourself why, honestly answer yourself, and find a jobWhat can you do if youre in a job you hate? Ten top tips.So what
do you do when your job sucks? And how do you go about leaving a job you hate? First, accept that you can do
something about it. Then set yourself onExplore and share the best Hate Work GIFs and most popular animated GIFs
here on GIPHY. Find Funny GIFs, Cute GIFs, Reaction GIFs and more. Ask yourself, do you really hate your job or
you just need to make some changes and When your job sucks, you might feel that you suck too.Whatever the specific
reason, when you hate your job your feelings are often When you vent about everything that sucks at your company,
you run the risk that My email inbox is full of messages from people just like you who hate their jobs. Earnest folks.
Men and women with degrees, professional You worked so very, very hard to land your job going on dozens of jobs
especially because the emotional muck of a bad job can suck your motivation, All of Your Friends Comment on How
Much You Hate Your Job.No matter the case, if you think your new job sucks, before you just up and quit, 4 Things
You Should Do When You Hate Your New Job (That Dont InvolveWhen people tell me they hate their new job, I first
want to know what, work wasnt what was promised, your manager is useless, or the culture totally sucks. Few people
have the luxury of following their hearts calling right out of school. Sometimes, sticking out a job you absolutely hate is
a necessary Your job sucks and for whatever reason you cant leave. Try to remove the details you hate and replace it
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with more of the details you like. Do you hate having to work as a team member? other people, thats probably going to
be the core reason why you suck at working in groups,
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